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Curb adapters are a great time/labor/money saving option for most replacements of existing rooftop package units. Instead of having to call out a roofer to
remove the old curb, patch the roof and install a new curb, you can sit a custom
made adapter on the old curb that adapts to the bottom configuration of the new
package roof top unit being installed. Just send us the model # of the old unit
and we can have a curb adapter made in just a few working days. EasyPeasy...right? Do it all on one crane hoist… in and out in just a couple hours.

What do you do when you encounter a Package Rooftop Unit already on a curb adapter?

Do not install a new curb adapter on
top of an existing curb adapter. It can
end up being unstable, extremely restrictive to airflow (which will result
in all sorts of performance and service
issues), will elevate the service compartment too high for normal access,
and it will look like a HACK JOB.

When you encounter a unit already on a curb adapter you have 3 options:
Option #1
Determine what unit the original curb penetration was made to fit. Some curb adapters will have model #’s on them or job numbers when can be referenced..possibly.
Does the building owner have the original mechanical schedule? If you can do some
research and find out what unit used to sit on that original curb, it will save you time
and money over your other option when you encounter a curb adapter.
Option #2
Remove the old roof top unit and existing curb adapter. The original curb will now be
exposed. Fill out our field drawing form for the old curb while on site and send it to
Capitol Supplies. We can have a curb adapter then made to fit your old curb. Normal
lead time is usually around 5-7 days, but rush pricing is available.
Option #3
Capitol Supplies can provide you a “Generic” Curb adapter. This adapter will fit your
new unit, with proper supply and return configurations. But, of the “old unit” side of
the curb adapter (the bottom) it will just be sized to fit the perimeter of the old original
curb. There will not be the internal supply & return air dividers transitioning to the old
unit’s supply and return air layout. You will have to “field engineer” the internal set up
needed while on the job site, once the crane removes the existing roof top unit and
existing curb adapter. Once you have the original curb exposed you can then field
fabricate the internal configuration required. Of course, all of this is being done while
your crane is still on site waiting to hoist the new rooftop package unit into place. This
option requires advance fabrication and planning skills.
Capitol Supplies can help you with your rooftop and curb adapter job!
Next time you are quoting a package unit replacement, take pictures of the unit
installation, and the rating plate of the unit. Text them Capitol at 317-926-6061

